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The Institut de Palamós is part of the Erasmus + project Transmedia: a new 
narrative That Involves communication and education Towards the Future 
classroom (2014-1-ES01-KA201-004478) as coordinator. 
 
The activities developed by this project involve the participation of teachers and 
students of the school. The activities of this project will be disseminated through 
different ways including the project’s own website, social networks (Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube, Google+, Whatsapp ...), magazines and newspapers and the 
websites of the participating partners. These spaces will publish images in which 
students performing these activities will appear individually or in groups.  
 
As the spread of the activities carried out and the news that generated, are usually 
accompanied by photos or videos, and the Right of Image is recognized and 
regulated by various regulations in the participating countries, the project 
management demands the consent of parents or tutors of the students under 18, to 
allow the publication of images that the students appear on and where they are 
clearly identifiable. 
 
Therefore, you are asked to fill in and sign the following authorisation: 
 

 

I, Mr/Ms ________________________________________________ with ID/Passport  
                                                               (Name and sure name of father/mother/tutor) 

________________________________, authorize that the image of my son/daughter 
                    (Num. ID/Passport father/mother/tutor)                                                                       

______________________________________, with ID / Passport ______________ 
         (Name of the son/daughter)                     (ID son/daughter) 

 

can appear in photographs or videos related to activities organized by the Erasmus+ 

project Transmedia project: a new narrative that involves communication and 

education towards the future classroom (2014-1-ES01-KA201-004478) in order to 

be published in the aforementioned spaces, intended for public dissemination, non-

commercial and educational purposes. 

______________,   _____ of _________________ 2015 

The father / the mother  / the tutor 

 

Signature 


